
WRITING ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS LESSON PLANS

Plan your minute lesson in Math or Algebra with helpful tips from Carla Writing Algebraic Equations to Represent
Real-World Scenarios (One-Step).

It also allows me to talk about being quick and fluent with mental math. Algebraic Factoring - To show the
geometric basis of algebraic factoring. The partner of that person talks through how the pair came up with
their equation. As they are working, I am circulating and looking for: Are students selecting the correct
operation? Independent Practice. Students can be given time to use reasoning to solve for the variables in
some of the problems from partner practice. Write a number sentence on the board depicting this situation.
Algebra Game: Activity - Visual simple equation solving. Guided Practice 10 minutes Repeat the marker
scenario 5 more times, and have your students record the five simple equations on their Recording worksheet.
Count the number of markers in the cup. Inequalities on a Number Line - The learner will graph inequalities
on a number line by graphing a closed or open point and shade an arrow in the direction of the value of the
unknown value variable. In this lesson plan, students are actively involved in experiments to measure and
calculate the magnitude of speed, known as velocity using algebraic terms. Simple Equations Recording Chart
Begin by raising a discussion about addition. Algebra Wizards - Hey! Count the markers not in the cup. How
do you know this is the correct equation to represent the problem? Fractions , Patterns, and Equations - TLW
recognize when it is necessary to use algebraic expressions, patterns and one step equations to solve story
problems. So take out your magic wand and put on your magical thinking hats to see if you too know the
magic equation to be an Algebra Wizard. Double This - Does doubled mean to multiply? Old Poly Factoring -
Old Poly factoring is a great reinforcement or enhancement to any algebraic factoring unit. Are students able
to justify their equation using substitution of a value in the problem and their equation? Are students ordering
the terms correctly in the equation? What an interesting way for students to see and develop algebraic
formulas based on their own ages as the known variable. Distance over Time - What is velocity and how is it
determined? Make sure that some roll off the paper.


